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The objective of this paper is to develop a micro-economic framework for 

knowledge. Initial attention of economists to the knowledge industry has been 

directed to the study of the relationship between knowledge. usually ~easured 

as years of formal schooling, and productivity. Two broad bodies of literature 

which continue to develop can be distinguished. First, there is a body of 

literature within production theory where knowledge is considered as a factor 

of production and the relationship between knowledge and output is studied 

[13, 14, 26, 39]. Second, there is a cost-benefit literature where changes 

in expected future income streams from additional knowledge are compared 

to the costs of obtaining that knowledge [1, 4, 5, 15, 17, 22, 23, 24, 25, 40, 

42]. Both bodies of literature have furthered the concept of knowledge as a 

form of capital, i.e., human capital [36, 37, 38]. However, this work has 

been limited to the returns to knowled~e from market employment, and has not 

been extended to returns from consumption uses. 

More recently, two additional bodies of literature are developing, both 

directed largely at the study of the formal school system. One of these is 

the study of the distribution impacts of public subsidies to schools [3, 16, 

18, 21, 33]. A major problem with this work is the lack of a social benefit 

function for knowledge. There is disagreement among public subsidies for ~he 

stimulation of knowledge acquisition to the extent that externalities exist, 

public subsidies for income redistribution, and public subsidies for more 
• 

general welfare redistribution. 
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A second body of literature is develooin~ arounrl the studv of ryroductton 

or transformation functions and cost relationships between knowledge produc1ng 

factors of production and knowledge [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 19, 20, 27, 23, 

30, 31, 35, 41]. Two major problems emerp;e in this work. One is the 

definition of knowledge in quantitative terns. In a knowledre production 

function, years of schooling is not an adequate definition of knm.;led,~e. 

Heasures which allow variations among students or groups of students in 

quantity of knowledge for given years of schooling, such as achievenent test 

scores and attendance rates, have been developed and used with liMited 

success. A second problem arises from the use of student characteristics in 

some forn as controls or inPuts in most production function estimates. 

Knowledge acquisition requires a direct input on the part of the individual. 

Even knowledge which is stored, such as that in written for~, is only 

potential knowledge to the individual. It is of no direct value to him until 

he takes the time to transfer it from storaP,e into his own understanding, at 

which point he can realize the benefits of it. liowever, the inclusion of 

individual characteristics in the knowledge production function leads to a 

major identification problem between the de~and for and the suoply of 

knowledge. 

This identification problem leads directly to the subject of this 

paper: the specification of the individual's internal market for kno\-tledge. 

The needs for such a specification are several. First, such a specification 

is needed to further understand and explain the behavior of individuals in the 

knowledge industry, specifically to provide a framework which includes 

non-market uses of knowledge. Second, implications of the model for the 

empirical specification of demand, cost, or productipn functions for knowledp,e 
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will be of significant value. Third, any implications which such a framework 

has for the conceptual definition of knowledge and other factors involved in 

the knowledge industry as well as the linking of these conceptual definitions 

to empirical counterparts will be of equal value. Finally, included in the 

specification is an attempt to specify and justify a social benefit function 

for the individual which incorporates externalities and income redistribution. 

If policy is to be evaluated, knowledge of the existence and behavior of such 

a function is vital. 

Several developments in economic theory provide the basis of a micro-

economic model for knowledge. First, there is the concept of a consumption 

activities production function developed by Becker [2], Lancaster [29], and 

Linder [32]. The individual uses goods and time to produce consumption 

activities; consumption activities are the elements in the utility function. 

Second is the concept of time as a scarce resource to the individual, Becker [2] 

and Linder [32]. Third is the concept, developed by Ben-Porath [4), that the 
ll 

individual has a production function for knowledge. 

These concepmare combined in the next section to define a set of 

production and identity constraints to which the individual is subject. A 

major simplifying assumption is that the utility function predetermines an 

ordering of consumption activities so that consumption activities are maximized 

directly. Further, knowledge does not affect the ordering of consumption 

activities, although it may affect time preference. Consumption activities can 

be made endogenous by attaching the utility maximization models of Becker, 

Lancaster, and Linder to the present model. 

ll This idea was first suggested to me by W. Keith Bryant. 
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The following section uses the constraints to develop a demand-supply 

model for knowledge. A third section develops the basis for a social benefit 

function from externalities and incoMe redistribution and incorporates this 

into the individual's supply-demand model. The model is extended with two 

types of knowledge in a fourth section. A final section discusses the 

implications of the model for current and needed research. 

Production Function and Identity Constraints 

The production and identity constraints to which the individual is 

subject are 

(1) P (C, K, G, TC) = 0 (Consumption Activity Production) 

(2) H (E, K, TE' W, 1/r, Z) = 0 (Expenditure Production) 

(3) Q (k, F, TK) = 0 

(4) T = Tc + TE + TK 

(5) E = P'G + P'F G F 

(Knowledge Production) 

(Time Constraint) 

(Expenditure Identity) 

where C is a vector of consumption activities, K is the stock of knowledge, k 

is knowledge produced during the period, E is expenditures, G is a vector of 

goods and services and PG its price vector, T, TC, TE' and TK are, respectively, 

total time, consumption time, expenditure time, and knowledge production 

time, F is a vector of knowledge producing factors of production and PF 

its price vector, W is the income stream from non-human wealth, 1/r is the 

price of a unit change in the income stream (or r is the market rate of 

return on non-human wealth and also the social discount rate), and Z is a 

vector of other exogenous market forces. All equations are for a given time 

unit and all variables are for the current period. The finite time horizon of 

the individual is incorporated in the next section. 
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An expenditure production or generation function is added to the 

consumption activities and knowledge production functions. The individual 

'T'aximizes consumption activities subject to three produc-tion possibilitv 

functions and two identities. However, consu~ption activities, expenditures, 

and ne'\v knowledge are simultaneously determined '\vi thin each period. 

Equation (4) is a time constraint. The tine allocated to the production 

of consumption activities, expenditures, and new knowled~e is e11ual to the 

total time available within any period. Equation (S) is an expenditure 

identity. Total expenditures on goods and lnowledge producin~ factors of 

production within any period are equal to expenditures ?,enerated hv 

equation (2). 

Equation (1) is the consumption activities production function. It 

modifies the Becker, Lancaster, Linder models by the addition of knm1ledgc as 

an explicit factor of production. 

(2') 

The expenditure production function, equation (2), is derived fro~ 

I + W - 1:::.\.:J r , E = 
where I is income and ~\.;r is savings, i.e., the purchase of additional income 

streams. Further 

(6) I 

(7) w 

= T w = T f' (K, Z) = f (Tr, 
I I 

!:::.W - r = g (1/r, tv, T1.p K, Z), 

K, Z) 

where TI is earnings time, TtJ is time used for chan9'es in non-lnlMan >;..realth, 
]:_/ 

and w is the market wage rate. Substitutin~ equations (6) and (7) into (2') 

yields 

(2") I: = f (TI' K, Z) + g (1/r, Ill, TI-l, K, Z), 

2j Psychic or nonpecuniary benefits are included in w. These hPnefits are 
direct non-market purchases of G or F. 
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which is generalized in equation (2), where TE is the sum of Tr and Tw· 

Knowledge is a factor in the production of expenditures through its input in 

the production of earnings and changes in the income stream from non-human 

wealth. 

In the knowledge production function, equation (3), new knowledge (k) 

is produced by a combination of factor inputs and time. It is assumed that 

the knowledge production function is homogeneous of de~ree one in factor 

inputs and time. 

A full definition of knowledge is not attempted, but some of the charac-

teristics of knowledge as used in this paper are explored. First, knowledge 

is not information; information enters the model as a good (G), an exogenous 

market force (Z), or a factor input (F). Knowledge is more like acquired 

ability or acquired skills to the extent that these do not involve the 

memorization of facts or routine procedures. For example, memorizing the 

procedure to repair a particular carburetor involves little, if any, knowledge, 

while learning the principles of carburetor operation so that one can analyze , 
and determine what is wrong with a carburetor does involve knowledge. Knowledge 

is most closely identified with the analytical framework throu~h \-Jhich an 

individual approaches and resolves problems. It is the logical or reasoning 

ability of the individual plus the communications skills through which this 

ability is transmitted. In a sense, knowledge is the ability to deal with the 

unknown, i.e., the ability to reach conclusions which are not routine. \.Jithin 

this context an increase in knowled~e is an increase in the complexity of the 

individual's analytical framework, i.e., the ability to handle more complicated 

problems. Specialization of knowledge or different, types of knowled~e can be 
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identified with the application of the analytical framework to different 

groups of problems. An individual may use ~eneral analytical ability in the 

production of consumption activities, and use a verv specialized analytical 

ability, e.g., the analysis of faulty carburetors or the analysis of 

economic problems, in his occupation. 

Second, the use of knowledge does not reduce the stock of knowledge. 

Knowledge may depreciate from loss of memory or technological obsolescence, 

but the use of knowledge does not reduce the remaining service flow of 

knowledge, In fact, the opposite may be true, i.e., the use of knowledge to 

solve a problem may increase the stock of knowledge as a result of learning 

involved in the experience. Finally, the full stock of knowledge can be 

brought to bear on any problem at any time. Even specialized knowledge is 

available for the production of consumption activities since the individual 

carries it with him at all times, i.e., the individual owns the stock. 

In the present model, knowledge is homogeneous. In the knowledge production 

function, the existing stock of knowledge is assumed to have no effect on 

the production of new knowledge. In the context of knowledge as analytical 

ability, this means that knowledge has no effect on the amount of increase 

in sophistication of the individual's analytical framework, although it does 

determine the starting point from which this increase occurs. 

The total stock of knowledge is used in the production of consumption 

activities and expenditures. Knowledge is assumed to be a direct factor of 

production; it enters the production functions independently of other factors 

of production, and its marginal productivity is determined by relative factor 
ll 

shares. Under the assumption of homogeneous knowledge and the characteristic 

ll The alternative assumption is that knowledge is factor augmenting. In 
the present model either assumption leads to the same conclusions. 
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of knowledge that the full stock can be used in any activity, there is no 

allocation problem in the use of knowledge. The only problem is how much 

knowledge to produce at what rate. This allows simplifying the model by 

combining equations(!) and (2) into a single multiproduct production functio.1 

(8) PH (C, E, K, G, Tc + TE, W, 1/r, Z) = 0. 

In a later extension of the model, two mutually exclusive types of knowledge 

are introduced: one which can be used to produce only consumption activities 

and the other to produce only expenditures. In the context of knowledge as 

analytical ability, this is a gross oversimplification, but does illustrate 

in the extreme case what happens when knowledge must be allocated between 

use for consumption activities and use for production of expenditures. 

Demand-Supply Model for Knowledge 

In this section, the production and identity constraints are used to 

develop a demand-supply model of knowledge for the individual. 

Deriver'! ne!!land 

From equation (8), the within period derived demand for knowledge is 

(9) d (mp, K, C, E, PG, PT, W, 1/r, Z) = 0 

(10) mp = MUc (dC) = MUC (2,£ + ]_£ oE), 
(dK) (oK oE oK) 

where mp is the marginal value product of knowledge, PT is the marginal value 
.Y 

of time in the demand function, and MDc is the marginal utility of consumption 

11 
activities. In equation (10), mp is defined as the product of MUc and the 

~/ From the production function (8), the marginal value of time is 
PT=MUcac=MUcac aE. 

ar aE ar 
In the demand function above and later in the supply function, PT as 
determined by this relationship is used. 

11 For simplicity, MUc is assumed to be constant. 
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marginal physical product of knowledge. The physical product is composed of 

the direct effect of K on C and an indirect effect of K on c through 

expenditures (E). The expected partial relationships among mp, K, and 

exogenous factors are 

amp < O, amp > O, 3K > 0, oK > 0. 
aK az aPG 3(1/r) 

The partial relationship between the stock of knowledge and its marginal 

value product is negative. As K increases, given other factors, mp declines. 

The relationship between mp and Z depends on the definition of Z. For 

simplicity, Z is defined as the set of market wage rates facing the individual 
~I 

for varying levels of K. Accordingly, an increase in Z, an upward shift in 

the wage rate structure, results in an upward shift in the demand for knowledge, 

i.e., for any K, mp increases. 

The demand curve shifts to the right with an increase in the price of 

substitutes (PG' 1/r). Goods are a net substitute for knowledge, although 

some goods may be complements. The income stream from non-human wealth is a 

substitute for K through its effects on expenditures and 1/r is the per period 

price of a unit of W. The discussion of the behavior of time is delayed until 

the full model is developed; time is endogenous and its behavior depends on 

supply as well as demand. 

Equation (9) is the per period relationship among the stock of knowledge, 

its marginal product, and other factors. However, knowledge is an investment 

good; it yields a return over more than one period. The demand for knowledge 

is derived from the current return and all expected future returns. For 

simplicity in discounting, it is assumed that the within period demand function 

~I See note 2. This simplifies the wage rate determination in equation (6) 
tow= Z (K). However, this definition of Z is a summarization of many 
possible exogenous wage determining factors. Further, it does not include 
factors affecting non-human wealth. 
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is a permanent or expected demand function and that all exogenous factors 

are at expected levels, that time periods are continuous, and that the 

II 
discount parameters are permanent or expected values, Under these 

assumptions, equation (9) can be transformed into an investment demand for 

knowledge by transforming mp into its Marginal present value product 

(N - A) 
(11) MP = mp f e - (p + o) t dt 

0 

- (p + 6) (N - A) 
= mp 

(p + 6) 
[1- e ], 

where P is the private or individual rate of discount, not necessarily equal 

to r, o is the rate of depreciation of knowledge, A is the age of the 

individual in the current period, and N is the expected age at death. The 

expected remaining life is (N - A) periods. 

Three partial relationships of significance are 

aMP < o, aMP < o, a~ > o. 
~ az- 3(N - A) 

As the individual's rate of discount increases, the mar~inal present value 

product of any stock of knowledge declines because the individual places less 

value on future returns. More rapid depreciation of knowledge also reduces 

MP. Knowledge does not depreciate from use, i.e., obtaining a flow of 

services from knowledge in one period does not reduce the remaining flow of 

services as it does for a machine, where use of the machine reduces the 

remaining service flow through deterioration. However, knowledge may 

ll There are many possible variations in discounting. In a country with 
mandatory retirement, one of the more obvious v~riations is a drastic 
movement along equation (9) at the point of retirement due to a change in 
Z, i.e., a reduction in the set of market wage rates. A significant 
reallocation of time is likely to occur from expenditure generation to 
the production of consumption activities or knowledge. \fhat happens to 
expenditure generation depends on retirement pay and non-human wealth. 
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depreciate from loss of memory or technological obsolescence in a world witn 

specialized knowledge. As the individual ages, or his remaining expected 

life declines, MP declines because the number of periods over which knowledge 
~I 

yields a return is declining. 

Using the transformation equation (11), the investment demand function 

for knowledge is 

(12) D (MP, K, C, E, PG, PT, W, 1/r, Z, p, o, N- A) = 0. 

All previous partial relationships have the same sign, but differ in 

magnitude. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between equations (9) and 

(12) in the marginal product-stock of knowledge dimension by the curves d and 

D, respectively. 

Supply 

The within period supply function for knowledge, the derivative of the 

dual of the production function, equation (3) is 

(13) S (MC, k, Pp, Pr) = 0, 

where MC is the marginal cost of additional units of knowledge. The value of 
i/ 

time is determined from the demand side. The partial relationships are 

aMC = o, aMC > 0. 
-a"k oPF 

A production function homogeneous of degree one in F and TK implies 
10/ 

constant marginal costs, given prices. However, this does not imply that 

the individual ever operates along a horizontal cost curve, because Pr is 

'§/ See Raney [34] for an incorporation of a finite time horizon into the 
capital stock accumulation decisions of a firm with finite life. 

2/ See note 4. 

10/ B~u-PurHtu {4J assumes a production function homogeneous of de~ree less 
than one because his demand for knowledge is horizontal. However, in the 

present model this assumption is not necessary because the value of time 
changes as the allocation varies, which in turn changes marginal cost 
(as well as MP). 
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D 

d 

K 

Figure 1--Per Period and Investment Demand for Knowled?.e 
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endogenous and continually changes as the time allocation changes. As TK 

increases, Tc + TE decreases, resulting in an increase in Pr, which induces 

an increase in the F/TK ratio from the increase in Pr/Pp. Further, the 

function is bounded absolutely by the time constraint, i.e., the function 

becomes vertical when all time is allocated to knowledge production for 

each Pr/PF ratio. The prices of purchased factors of production have a 

positive impact on MC. 

Equation (13) is the relationship between cost and the quantity of 

knowledge which can be acquired during a period. However, the total supply 

of knowledge consists of new knowledge and the stock of knowledge remaining 

from the previous period 

(14) K = (1 - o)Ko + S, 

where K0 represents last period's stock of knowledge. \fhen there is 

depreciation, the stock carried over from the previous period is less than the 

previous period's stock. 

Knowledge supply when there is depreciation is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Last period's stock is K0 , the carry-over is (1- 5)Ko· 

a trace of the marginal cost function for a given Pr/Pp; they become vertical 

when all time is allocated to knowledge production. An increase in Pr, which 

is an increase in Pr/PF, induces a substitution of F for TK, raises marginal 

cost, but also increases the total quantity of knowledge which can be produced, 

S (Pr/Pp) 2 as compared to S (Pr/PF) 1• The curve T = TK represents the 

boundary of the marginal cost function. It is positively sloped because a 

movement along this boundary is an increase in the use of F for given TK. 
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K 
0 

S (PT/PF)l 

S (PT/PF)2 

Figure 2--Supply of Knowled~e 
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An individual will never be in equilibrium on the vertical portion of 

any S curve because he can reduce cost by substituting F for TK, i.e., he 

will move along the boundary (T = TK). Further, it is unlikely that an 

individual will ever be on the boundary of the marginal cost function 

(T = TK)• First, some time is probably needed to produce necessary con

sumption activities. Second, and more important, as the individual sub

stitutes F for TK, more time is required to produce expenditures for the 

purchase of F. In essence, corner solutions are unlikely; each individual 

is likely to operate internally on the marginal cost function where marginal 

allocations are made on all resources. 

A Digression 

The inclusion of depreciation in both the demand and supply functions is 

not double counting of depreciation. To illustrate, the case of fertilizer is 

considered, a good with 100 percent depreciation within any production period 

if carry-over is ignored. On the demand side, the marginal present value 

product is equal to current period marginal product, i.e., a marginal unit of 

fertilizer provides no return beyond the current period. This is equivalent 

to depreciating fertilizer by 100 percent from the current to the next 

production period. 

On the supply side, a stock of fertilizer is purchased in each period to 

the point where MC = MP. By the next production period, this stock depreciates 

to zero so that the carry-over stock is zero. This is equivalent to (1 - 6)K0 

coincident with the vertical axis in Figure 2 because o ~ 1. 
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The Model 

Equations (12), (13), and (14) are the demand and supply functions for 

knowledge. However, they do not for!'l a determinate systeM as there are r1ore 

endogenous variables than equations. The endogenous variables in these 

equations are J:-1P, K, ~fC, k, and Pr, five variables with three equations. fhe 

additional equilibrium conditions are 

(15) MP = MC 

and the time constraint, equation (4), which are sufficient to determine 

equilibrium. Consumption activities are predetermined through the utilitv 

function. Expenditures and the expenditure identity, equations (2) and (5), 

are internalized in equation (8) and are no longer independent constraints. 

The interrelationship between knowledge and the value of tiMe in the 

model is composed of two effects. The value of time may increase because of 

an increase in K, Z, or some other factor. First, the increase in PT 

increases MP for any given K, i.e., an upward shift in the demand curve for 

knowledge (the partial relationship between MP and K), which induces sub

stitution of knowledge for time (what happens to goods depends on what induced 

the change in Pr). At the same time, the marginal cost curve of knowledge 

(the partial relationship between MC and k), shifts upward because Pr has 

increased, which induces the substitution of other factors (F) for time, unless 

an increase in PF induced the change in Pr. The result of the upward shifts 

of the demand and supply curves is an excess demand for or an excess supply of 

knowledge, except where the shifts balance. 

The second effect, the reallocation of time, along with expenditures, 

offsets any excess demand or supply. If an excess demand results from the 

first order shifts, time and expenditures are reallocated to the production of 
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knowledge, shifting the demand curve downward and the supply curve further 

upward through a further increase in Pr· If there is an excess supply, 

the opposite occurs; there is a reallocation away from the production of 

knowledge shifting the demand curve further upward and the supply curve 

downward through a partial reduction of PT. 

Expenditures on goods (G) and F are reallocated simultaneously with the 

reallocation of time, and the expenditure constraints are operative although 

they have been internalized, i.e., they are not explicit, in the present 

model. Further, although the effects of a change in PT on the model have been 

discussed, the allocation of time is endogenous and any changes in exogenous 

factors cause a reallocation of time within the demand and supply functions 

for knowledge. 

The model is illustrated in Figure 3. It is assumed that the individual 

is initially at a within period equilibrium on D1 and s1, where he would 

produce k1 units of new knowledge. If the demand curve shifts upward, e.g., 

from an increase in PG or Z, there is also a first order upward shift in 

the marginal cost curve from an increase in PT; the increase in PT is either 

caused by or causes the increase in demand. A reallocation of time and 

expenditures occurs to eliminate any excess supply or demand, with a new 

equilibrium on D2 and s2 , with k2 units of new knowledge produced. Although 

k2 is greater than k1 , whether more time or expenditures or both are allocated 

to the production of knowledge depends on what induced the change in demand. 

More of at least one, but not necessarily both, must be allocated to knowledge 

production. There is also an income or expenditure effect which increases or 

offsets the shifts in Figure 3 depending on what causes the increase in demand. 
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Figure 3--Demand-Sunply Model for Knowledge 

K 
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The illustration is extended in more concrete terms by tracing tne 

effects on the model of a fall in the price of television services, e.g., a 

fall in the price of television sets or an improvement in television tran

missions which increase the service flow of a television set. To the 

individual, television services are a substitute for the services of radio, 

magazines, newspapers, and other comMunications media. ~ore important, 

television services are a substitute for language skills, i.e., knowledge. 

Television allows the use of pictures and other graphic illustrations as a 

substitute for word descriptions on radio; it substitutes a combination of 

oral and graphic descriptions for written and graphic descriptions in 

newspapers and magazines. Less sophisticated language skills are needed to 

obtain the same amount of information because pictures transmit messages 

directly, which on radio require a word description and subsequent interpretation 

by the individual, i.e., the mental formation of an image of the picture itself. 

In the demand function, a fall in the price of television services is a 

fall in the price of a good; television services provide entertainment and 

information as inputs to the production of consumption activities and 

expenditures. The demand curve shifts downward and the marginal value of 

time decreases as television services are substituted for both knowledge and 

time in the production of a given level of consumption activities. Within the 

demand function, there is a reallocation of knowledge and time from the direct 

production of consumption activities to the generation of expenditures. The 

5ncrease in expenditure generation internally offsets part of the reduction in 

demand for knowledge from production of consumption activities. The marginal 

cost of producing new knowledge falls with the reduction in the value of time. 
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Time and expenditures are reallocated to eliminate any excess de~and or 

supply. If the individual were initially in equilibrium on n2 and s2 in 

Figure 3, he might end at equilibrium on D1 and s1 after the fall in the price 

of television services. 

The real income or expenditure effect is now considered. It is assumed 

that the price of television services is the only variable to change. The 

substitution effect is a substitution of television services for knowledge 

and time. In addition, the fall in the price of television services results 

in an increase in the total quantity of consumption activities which the 

individual can produce per period; each unit of expenditures now buys more 

goods. This generates an increase in demand for knowledge and an increase in 

the value of time and results in an adjustment similar to that for the 

substitution effect alone. If knowledge is a normal good, the income effect 

will not fully offset the substitution effect and there will be a net 

reduction in the quantity of new knowledge produced within a_oeriod from~ 

fall in the price of television services. 

There are several other effects which might result from a reduction in 

the price of television services which would offset the net reduction in the 

quantity of new knowledge produced per period as a result of expected income 

and substitution effects. Two are discussed. First, the production of more 

television services in substitution for other communications media is likely 

to require more knowledge, i.e., the production of television services is more 

knowledge intensive. This results in an increase in Z, the wage rate structure 

with respect to knowledge. Although this increase would be marginal to most 

individuals from television alone, if this is the kind of change which occurs 
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broadly with developMent, then Z is likely to rise significantly •dt'l 

development. This increases the demand for knm-1led:;e to c;enerate 

expenditures, with the result that More ooods are purchased generatin~ a 

further increase in demand for knowled?e for consumption ac ti vi ties. .\t 

the same time, the marginal value of time rises causinr; still further sub-

stitution of knowledge and goods for time. The narsinal cost of producing 

new knowled~e also rises with the value of tine, but an increase in z fror: 

the fall in the price of television services alone could be strong enou~h to 

cause a net increase in new knm·1ledge produced per period, 

Second, television can also be used to produce knm.,rledge as well as to 

transmit information and entertainment. The fall in the price of television 

services, a factor of production, causes a substitution of television services 

for other knowledge producing factors and time, resultin~ in a downward 

shift in the marginal cost curve. The full iMplications of such a change 

can be traced through the model. The result is a probable further net 

increase in the per period production of new knowledge. 

Social Benefit Function 

Up to this point, public intervention in the individual's knowledge 

market has not been considered. Public intervention is incorporated by the 

specification of a social benefit function for knm.rledge which includes 

externalities (returns to knowledge not captured by an individual) and 
lJj 

"socially desirable" changes in the income or expenditure distribution. An 

externality with respect to knowledge exists when an increase in the stock of 

knowledge of individual A increases the total production of consumption 

11/ Policy evaluation or development appears more fruitful when based on 
externalities and expenditure redistribution than when based on a general 
welfare function where it is necessary to establish that the marginal 
utility of expenditures of the poor exceeds that of the rich. 
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activities of B. Expenditure redistribution is an externality in the sense 

that the case for expenditure redistribution exists when an increase in A's 

expenditures results in an increase in B's production of consumption 

activities. These are cases of interdependent utility functions where the 

knowledge and expenditure distributions are elements of individual utility 

functions. These interdependencies may be direct, B obtains direct 

consumption activities from A's increase in knowledge or expenditures; or 

indirect, A's increase in knowledge or expenditures generates changes such as 

reductions in the prices of goods, including fewer unattractive nei~hborhoods, 

or more tax revenues. 

In this paper, the social benefit function is defined for the individual. 

It is the relationship between the individual's stock of knowledge, the 

present social marginal value of that knowledge net of present private 

marginal value, and other factors 

(16) B (MB, K, PG' E/E*, r, p, o, N- A) = 0 

(17) MP==mb [1-e- (r+o) (N-A)], 
r + o 

where mb is within period social marginal benefits, MB the present social 

marginal value benefits of knowledge, and E* is mean expenditures or some 

social norm against which the individual's expenditures are evaluated. The 

partial relationships of concern are 

aMB < o, aMB > 0, 3MB < o, a {E/E*) < o. 
aK oPG o (E/E*) a (p/r) 

The partials of MB with respect to r, o, and (N - A) are obvious from 

equation (17). 

The partial between MB and K is negative. The communications industry 

provides some conceptual support for the existence of a social benefit function 

and a basis for speculation about its behavior. For a given communications 
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network, it appears reasonable to argue that the ability of the network 

to distribute information increases as the language skills of each 

individual increase, i.e., language skills are an input in the production 

of communications. Society has an incentive to stimulate the acquisition of 

language skills, i.e., the MB of language skills is positive at some levels of 

knowledge, because the individual cannot capture the full return of his input. 

However, as certain levels of language skills are reached by each individual, 

further increases yield declining marginal social benefits. 

There are substitutes for knowledge in the production of communications, 

e.g., television services, as expressed by the partial of 'IB and Pc· If 

television services require fewer language skills than radio services, a fall 

in the price of television services reduces the mar~inal social benefits of 

knowledge in the communications industry. Society has an incentive to shift 

subsidies from knowledge to television services because it can increase the 

social benefits of the communications industry by purchasing more of the now 

lower priced television services for the same total expenditure. 

The argument for income or expenditure transfers is direct and simple. 

It is expressed by the negative partial between HB and E/E*. If society Hants 

to transfer current expenditures, the case for direct cash transfers is as 

strong as ever. However, if the goal is to shift the expenrliture r,eneration 

function, equation (2), L e., to increase the permanent expenditures stream, 

there is a case for subsidizing one or more inputs in that function. Knowled~e 

is the only input which can be subsidized. Time, the social discount rate, 

and exogenous market forces are beyond control. Income streams or cash can be 

transferred to subsidize the wealth position. However, as expressed bv the 

partial between E/E* and p/r, individuals with low expenditures have low expend

itures because they have high private discount rates. Cash or wealth transfers 

are likely to be spent largely on consumption activities. 
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Knowledge cannot be sold; it can only be used bv an individuaL '!ore 

knowledge is likely to reduce the private discount r<3te. 'Pinallv, the social 

benefits of knowletl?,e on expenditures production should probab1v not b0 

discounted over a finite life. They are likely to be pen'lanent. Incre?.sc•(l 

derw.nds for knowledge from a )ower nrivate discount rate <mf' ex,erience 1.1it11 

the benefits of kno-.lledge carry over to future generations, i.e., tl1e" arc 

transferred over generations. 

In summary, this argument does not eli:r'linate the need for ot'1er 

subsidies where social benefits exist. ''l"either does it eli'l1indte tne neet1 for 

cash transfers as a permanent program for some individual!';. Hovever, cash 

transfers and subsidies aimed at solvin9, the poverty problen Pill not 

eliminate the problem if they do not chanpe the bac;i c set of in')Uts in t.1e 

constr.rrint functions of the individual ln anv permanent uav. \ c.:1sh "rant 

increases resources durinq one period, but there is liltlu carrv-over to 

subsequent periods. 1Znowledr;e transfers appear to be the most r>ro"li sin,.., 

net:10d of permanently increasing the resources of t!1e individunl. 

The social benefit functi.on as defined here cnn ei tt1er be A.cldef1 to thf 

private demand function or subtracted fro111 the nan:inal cost f11nction. If 

subsidies are paid on the basis of the social benefit function, the nunntitv 

of new knowled~e produced per period is greater than uithout the suhsidv, 

althou~h if an individual is on or near the bounclArv nf his 111ar~inal cost 

function, the increase will be marginal. 

There are many types of knowledge and distin~uishin?, various tvpec; of 

knowled~e may be of Major importance in the model. .\n overlv simplistic 

extension of this framework to two types of knm-1led~e is brieflv exoJored. 
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The ttvo types of knowledp;e are consuMption knm·J] edre (Kc) anr1 exnenci:i tun:>s 

knowledge (KL). Consumption knowledge enters onlv the consunntion activitie~ 

production function and expenditures knovled;se enters onlv the expenrlitures 

production function, modifications of equations (1) and (2), respectivelv. 

Corresponding derived demand functions for consunption knowledPe and 

expenditures knowledp,e are implied by these modified production functions. 

There are now two knm:-1ledge production functions, one for f C and another 

for KE. The transformation of F and TK into KC and K[ is assumed to be 

identical for both types of knowledge. Depreciation mav differ het,.:reen 

the two types of knowledge. All constraints, appropriatelv modified, are 

still operative; the expenditures knowledge demand function and expenditures 

identity are now explicit. The social benefit function re~ains essentiallv ns 

in equation (16), except that KC is the only type of knowledge which enters 

the function directly. 

The previous example of a fall in the price of television services in the 

communications network is extended to obtain a narrow and specific focus. 

First, with respect to the social benefit function, the fall in the price of 

television services has the same effect as Previously, except that the 

substitution of television services is now for consumption knowledge and not 

for knowledge in general. 

The individual's derived demand for consumption knowledge shifts to the 

left because of the reduction in the price of a substitute, television 

services. The individual no longer needs to maintain the same lanp,uage 

ability to maintain his flow of information from the communications network. 

This decrease in demand with a corresponding decrease in the value of time may 

be partially offset by shifts in the demand for expenditures knm..rledge. 
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Shifts in the derived demand for expenditures knowled~e result from 

changes in market forces coincident with the reduced price of television 

services. There is a probable increase in demand for expenditures knowled~c 

to produce television services, offset, partially at least, by a reduction in 

the demand for KE to produce radio services. This increase in d~manrl for KE 

results in higher earnings for individuals 'vho have or acquire this tvpe of 

knowledge, increasing their derived demand for KE. The changes in P in the 
T 

two demand functions cause a substitution of KE for Kc· The two income 

effects, the fall in a PG and the increase in Z, cause increases in t~e 

demand for Kc and KE. 

As the marginal value of time increases, both mar~inal cost functions 

shift upward. This corrtbined with dowm-1ard !'!hifts in the demand functions, 

as resources are reallocated to produce more ~nowlerl~e (KC or K[), rlccrense 

the quantities of both kinds of knowledge produced per neriod. The nE>t 

result of all shifts is a probable increase in production of l~E per perioJ Rnrl 

a decrease in Y~. 

Knowledge depreciation, 5, is lik<:!ly to be :;r.:ater for Kr: than for J:C" 

Technical chanr,e reduces the expected life of :~1:· This reduces thC' cle""~and for 

l~.c and increases the quantity of .(E t·Iltich muc;t b~ proiluced eac·, rcrioc! for nnv 

given stock of KE. 

The effect of t~::levision alone in changing the relatjve quantities nf 

consumption and expenditures knowledge would be marginal at most. But H this 

is the kind of change which has been occurrin~ broadly in the economv, then 

the rather significant shifts in emphasis from general knmlleuPe to specializ€'d 

knowledge are the response to narket forces throup.h changes in relative 

prices, since general knowledse and specialized knowledge correspond 

approximately to KC and KE, respectively. 
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Implicatio~for Research 

Several implications of the nodel are brieflv discussed in terns of the 

four general bodies of literature initially outlined. The ~odel ~as not teen 

extended in the direction of determining the market demand for and sunply of 

knowledge. Such an extension is possible, however. The oerived de~and for 

goods and services can be obtained from the consumption activities production 

function. The supply of knowledge to the market is obtained from the 

expenditures generation function. The knowledge production function must also 

be incorporated, but this depends on the Tllodel (in the Model ¥7i th two tynes of 

knowledge, the incorporation is straightfonmrd: consumption knowledge 

production is combined into the consuMption activities function and 

expenditures knowledge into the expenditures function). The derived demand 

for goods and services and the supply of knowledge to the market coMbined uith 

the goods and services production function(s) are basic relationships from 

which a market supply-demand model for kno~.;rledge could be derived. Such an 

extension can broaden and extend the results of aggregate production research. 

The expenditures <;;eneration function takes a somewhat different viet.;r of 

income streams. The expenditures function makes explicit the relationship 

between human and non-human wealth, which is overlooked in the income stream 

literature. Income may be zero while an individual attends school, but 

expenditures are not. Hith zero income, the student (or his parents) 

decreases his non-human wealth while increasing human ~.;realth, i.e., he sells 

income streams to produce knowledge. 

In a world of perfect "knowledge" and perfect capital markets, this 

relationship can probably be ignored. But in a world of imperfection, the 

willingness of an individual to sell income streams to produce knowledP,e is 
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likely to depend on the non-human income stream (non-hunan wealth). Further, 

the willingness of the capital market to purchase non-human wealtJ1 incone 

streams differs from its willingness to purchase income streams based on 

projected returns from human wealth. The discontinuity to the inJividual fro~ 

the capital market occurs at zero non-human wealth. As long as the individual 

owns non-human income streams, he can sell these at narl~et rates And 

internally transfer the funds to knowledge production. IThen the individual 

owns no non-human income streams, he must sell expected future returns fro~ 

knowledge. Expenditures generated in this ~'T'w involve a higher discount ratl' 

and more constraints on how they can be used. The incorporation of non-human 

wealth and other sources of expenditures (social securitv at retirenent) ~mv 

provide significant advances in the results of enpirical Hark on incol'1c 

streams. 

Hith respect to public policy, it is ir::1portant to distin;;uish amon;-

externalities from knowledge, permanent inco~e or expenditure redistril'-11tion 

through knm.;rledge, and p;eneral welfare redistribution, all of which nav ,>e 

r;oals of knowledr;e subsidjes. The social benefit function estahlishPs a b.1sic; 

for knowledf,e subsidies from externalities and per~anent expenditure 

redistribution. The social benefits of knm.;rledge havo no direct rE'lationship 

to the costs of producin~ knowledge. 

Further, schooling is not the onlv source of factors of nrodtiction for 

knowledq;e, Policy should take a broader view of the social benefits of 

knmvledge than those provided by schools. An irmlicati on of the soci.:~l 

benefit function is that the suhsidy should b~ paid to individu:tls fror1 tlw 

l~vel at which the socinl benefits occur. It is the individual '\vho acquires 

knowledge and the most efficient subsidy is one which allm.rs the individual 
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the greatest freedo!"l to efficiently acquire k.not-rleu9,e Rs contrasted to tl-J~ 

present system where the subsidy is only T)<l.J(l for ilcnuirin~ knoFlecl""P in 

certain inc:titutions. The public m.<~y be iuo:;tified in c;ub-:;idizint> certain 

kinds of knowledge and not others, but this does not il"'ply that tl1e pub llc 

must control the institutions. It '11ust only control the h.i11r of :,no"lcd"L' 

acquired by tne individual as a result of the subbidy. rinall'l:, if t,1e sociill 

benefits of knowledge are national, public c:ubsidv nrof>ra"ls shoulrl be 

national. The major social benefits of kno~.rled~e to the communications 

netl·7ork, for example, are probablv national. 

The knowledge production function vields several i"lplications T7ith 

respect to cross-sectional production functions of both individuals and of 

schools. The attempt to relate achievement test results to school inputs nnd 

student characteristics falls short on several accounts. Achieveroent test 

results are relatively narrm.r measures of knowled3e, but neasures of total 

achievement to the extent that they measure the stock of knowledp:e. School 

inputs measure only a subset of the total set of factors t.rhich enter the 

individual's knowledge production function. Student characteristics modify 

this criticism to the extent that they are proxies for other inputs and that 

they measure the time input of the individual. Broader measures of knowledge 

are needed along with more precise specification of either the individual's 

total knowledge production function or his "sub-production" function for that 

part of his knowledge acquired from the school system. 

Another problem arises if there are different types of knowledge. Any 

school is geared to produce only certain types of knowledge, i.e., the school 

has production functions for certain types of knowledge into which the student 

is fitted or which the student fits into his own production function. !-lith 
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the present constraints of the school system on student choice of school, t.1e 

student is not able, in many cases, to select a school t-rhich allm.;s hin to 

optimize his knowledge acquisition, not because he does not attenptto maximize 

but because the constraints change factor prices to the individual. The 

student will, of course, substitute other sources of knet..rled~e factors for 

those of the school to the extent possible. But this invalidates the Maxi'ilization 

assumption under which production functions are estinated because a school 

or the school system can increase its output of knowledge by chan~ing its 

production functions or its constraints, but without increasin~ factor inputs. 

The only way to overcome this problem in the present school system is to find 

a way of measuring the extent to which the school's factor inputs are used by 

individuals and to adopt such a use measure rather than an availability measure 

for inputs. 

A final, more general implication of the model is the importance of time. 

Each individual and each group of individuals are absolutely constrained by 

time. An individual can purchase time intensive services as substitutes for 

his time, but he cannot hire time as a direct input. An industry is not so 

constrained; it directly obtains more time by hiring people for more hours or 

more people, but only at the expense of consumption and knowledge production 

time or of some other industries. The difference is that an industrial firm 

produces goods and services which are not specific to any individual, while the 

individual produces consumption activities which are specific in the sense that 

only the individual can produce his own consumption activities. A change from 

the conceptual idea that an industrial firm hires raw labor and skills to one that 

it hires time and skills, the basic dichotomy behind the present model, may 

yield further insights. All individuals have a stock of knowledge. A firm 

hires the individual with the stock of knowledge in combination with time most 

nearly fitting the skills required by the position. 
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